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https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/only-60-years-of-farming-left-if-soil-degradation-continues/ 
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UK environmental secretary warned that the UK is 
30-40 years away from  

eradication of soil fertility. 

In Oct. 2017 

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2017/oct/24/uk-30-40-years-away-eradication-soil-fertility-warns-michael-gove 
 
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/mar/21/europe-faces-biodiversity-oblivion-after-collapse-in-french-bird-populations 
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The primary causes of soil degradation include:  
             Plowing or tilling, 
               Chemical-intensive farming,  
                  Current livestock management,  
                     Deforestation,  
                        Industrial or urban uses 
 
About 1/3 of the world's soil has already been degraded. 

R 



 http://www.farmlandlp.com/2012/01/one-acre-feeds-a-person/          http://www.cornandsoybeandigest.com/soil-health/economics-soil-loss 
David Montgomery, Professor of Geomorphology, Washington University   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c4p-kQ6D8aA 

Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 08/2007, Volume 104, Issue 33, pp. 13268-13272 
https://www.amazingcarbon.com/PDF/JONES-OurSoilsOurFuture(8July08).pdf 
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Soil degradation 

For every ton of food produced 
        we lose 7 tons of soil 
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A fascinating 5 year journey into current agricultural practices, 
soil biology, climate change, and human health 
 

My Investigation 

R 



I learned about some amazing advances that have been made 
in the last 20 to 30 years and especially in the arena of soil 
biology and understanding nature’s complexity.  
 

My Investigation 
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I benefitted from 4 courses that I completed from one of  the 
pioneers of this new revolution, Dr. Elaine Ingham. 

My Investigation 
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If we change the way we do farming & gardening in response to 
the recent revolution in soil biology, we can:  
 

     1) rapidly reverse soil degradation, 
 

     2) avoid the looming collapse of agriculture, 
 

     3) reduce chronic disease epidemics, 
 

     4) and go a long way to solving global warming. 
 

They are all connected and the solution may not be that 
expensive as nature can do a lot of the work.  
 

The real challenge is to re-educate ourselves in the limited  
time frame available.  
 

 
 

R 

The ‘Good News’ which is what my talk is all about 



Microbes are the secret behind healthy soil. 

Each teaspoon of healthy soil contains about as many microbes 
 as the population of humans on earth. 

R 
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Some of the microscopic and visible actors 
 

Understanding their roles is key to appreciating the new revolution in soil biology 

Image courtesy of USDA Natural Resources Conservation Services 
https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/detailfull/soils/health/biology/?cid=nrcs142p2_053860 
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Bacteria and fungi are at the base of this predator-prey relationship 

Image courtesy of USDA Natural Resources Conservation Services 
https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/detailfull/soils/health/biology/?cid=nrcs142p2_053860 



https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/artful-amoeba/the-world-s-largest-mining-operation-is-run-by-fungi/ 
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By Jenifer Fraser on November 5, 2015 

 
"Linking plants to rocks: ectomycorrhizal fungi  

  mobilize nutrients from  minerals.“ 
Box 4 I(c) from Renske Landeweert et al. Trends in Ecology & 

Evolution 16,   no. 5 (2001): 248-254.  

Fungal mining tunnels 

A microscope view of  a  
thin section of  feldspar 



https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/artful-amoeba/the-world-s-largest-mining-operation-is-run-by-fungi/ 
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By Jenifer Fraser on November 5, 2015 

When we kill off the soil microbes 
with current agricultural practices,  
we shut down nature’s mining 
operation and turn living soil into 
dirt. 



The important role of the microscopic predators 
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We need a hierarchy of predators to preserve a stable balance of 
predators and prey.  

In Nature high biodiversity translates to population stability. 

R 



(Some of the key players) 
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The bacteria and fungi are concentrated right next to  
the plant root because the plants attract and feed them 



Credit: Argan tree at Agadir by lgt 1400  (CC BY SA 4.0)    
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Nature’s barter system 
 

     Plants attract and feed 
the microbes with carbon 
compounds in exchange for 
all the other elements they 
require. 
 

How do they do that? 
 

Plants release up to 40%  
of their sugars, carbs and 
proteins from their roots   

as root exudates. 
 

For the microbes they  
are like cakes and cookies. 

 



Plants also release 
exudates through 

 their foliage. 
 

   In healthy soil conditions 
leaf surfaces are covered by 
microbes held to the plant 
by the strong biotic glues. 
That protective layer is one 
of nature’s way of achieving 
disease suppression. 

 

Credit: Argan tree at Agadir by lgt 1400  CC BY SA 4.0    
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Argan_tree_@_Agadir.jpg 
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Bacteria and fungi build soil structure 

   Together they build  
underground cities for  
the microbes to live in.  

   Bacteria secrete biotic glues that  
stick soil minerals and organic  
matter together in what are called  
microaggregates. 
 

      Fungal strands (right) tie  
     microaggregates together  
   forming aggregates (2-5 mm) 

 microaggregate  

Largest organism 

Image credit UN FAO. 

R 



Soil Aggregates Formed  Around Plant Roots  

Dr. Christine Jones  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C3_w_Gp1mLM  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C3_w_Gp1mLM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C3_w_Gp1mLM


Make-up of ‘good soil’, containing about 5% soil organic matter (SOM) 

R 

Good soil is filled with underground cathedrals to store air & water. 



- Really healthy soil can have still higher levels of organic matter 
 

- About 58% of the mass of soil organic matter is carbon 
 

- Soil carbon acts as a sponge that can hold a lot of water 

R 

Good soil is filled with underground cathedrals to store air & water. 



Soil water holding capacity depends on soil carbon 

Dr. David Johnson New Mexico State University     https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=79qpP0m7SaY&t=6s 
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https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Feeding_Frenzy,_Faulston_Farm_-_geograph.org.uk_-_702677.jpg 

Credit: Trish Steel, (CC BY-SA 3.0) 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Plowing_ecomat.jpg 

Credit: Aalang  (CC BY-SA 3.0) 

Plowing slices and dices  
soil structure built by  

bacteria and fungi 

R 
Plowing destroys soil structure turning living soil into dirt 

Notice the gulls feasting on  
the exposed creatures 



https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Feeding_Frenzy,_Faulston_Farm_-_geograph.org.uk_-_702677.jpg 

Credit: Trish Steel, (CC BY-SA 3.0) 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Plowing_ecomat.jpg 

Credit: Aalang  (CC BY-SA 3.0) 
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Plowing destroys soil structure turning living soil into dirt 

        Those underground cities 
were home to a diverse ecosystem 
capable of providing all the 
nutrients plants required without 
the need for chemical  fertilizers.  



https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Feeding_Frenzy,_Faulston_Farm_-_geograph.org.uk_-_702677.jpg 

Credit: Trish Steel, (CC BY-SA 3.0) 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Plowing_ecomat.jpg 

Credit: Aalang  (CC BY-SA 3.0) 
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    About 20 years ago it 
was discovered that 
plowing releases a lot of 
additional soil carbon 
into the atmosphere as 
climate warming CO2 



Effect of tilling on CO2 emission   

D.C. Reicosky and D. W. Archer, Soil and Tillage Research, Vol. 94, Issue 1, pp. 109–121, 2007 
Mr. GEM 

Dr. Don Reicosky , USDA  
Agricultural Research Services 
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11 

Improved analysis allowing for weather-induced temporal variability 
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http://www.fairfieldswcd.org/Attachments/Soil%20Quality.pdf 

Tillage and planting: impact on carbon and soil quality 
Dr. Don Reicosky  USDA-ARS 

1 min soil videos 
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Effect of tilling on CO2 emission   

D.C. Reicosky and D. W. Archer, Soil and Tillage Research, Vol. 94, Issue 1, pp. 109–121, 2007 

Dr. Don Reicosky , USDA  
Agricultural Research Services 
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Improved analysis allowing for weather-induced temporal variability 
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Effect of tilling on CO2 emission   

D.C. Reicosky and D. W. Archer, Soil and Tillage Research, Vol. 94, Issue 1, pp. 109–121, 2007 

Dr. Don Reicosky , USDA  
Agricultural Research Services 
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Improved analysis allowing for weather-induced temporal variability 
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Soil health lessons in a minute 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rpl09XP_f-w 

Water infiltration test:  shows how healthy soil can infiltrate  
and capture much more of the rainfall and store it in the soil.  
This alleviates drought and prevents soil erosion 
 

   Permission granted by USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service  
 

Each soil sample used in the demonstration was air dried 

by Ray Archuleta, USDA 

Laptop link 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rpl09XP_f-w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rpl09XP_f-w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rpl09XP_f-w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rpl09XP_f-w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rpl09XP_f-w
videos/Soil health lessons in a minute- benefits of no-till farming_WMV V9.wmv


Soil stability test:  comparison of healthy soil with lots of 
microbes creating biotic glues and fungal strands that hold the 
soil together, to soil that has been turned to dirt by repeated 
plowing. 
 

     Permission granted by USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service 

Each soil sample used in the demonstration was air dried 

by Ray Archuleta, USDA 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9_ItEhCrLoQ 

Laptop link 

Soil health lessons in a minute 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9_ItEhCrLoQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9_ItEhCrLoQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9_ItEhCrLoQ
Shotcut/Soil health lessons in a minute- soil stability testSht.mp4


Without the biotic glues and living plant roots, soil  
is easily washed away by rain or blown away during 
periods of drought, creating massive dust storms.  

Soil Erosion 

R 



Dust storm approaching Stratford, Texas 1935. 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=Special%3ASearch&profile=default&search=2015+dust+storm+Colorado&fulltext=Search&uselang=en 

Credit:  NOAA George E. Marsh Album  (Public Domain) 

Back in the 1930’s we had no idea how plowing upset the work of soil biology 
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Dust storm Phoenix 5 July 2011 

Credit: Roxy Lopez  (CC BY – SA 3.0) 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Duststorm.jpg Retire the plow 
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Time to Retire the Plow 
R 



A simple flour and bread exercise 
to help people understand the  

relationship between soil and water 
 
 

Developed by Didi Pershouse 
 

Author of:  
The Ecology of Care: Medicine, Agriculture, and the Quiet Power of Human and 
Microbial Communities, and Understanding Soil Health and Watershed Function 

R 

Did Pershouse‘s introduction to  Walter Jenne (2018)  The Soil Carbon Sponge, Climate Solutions and Healthy Water Cycles    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=123y7jDdbfY 

https://www.amazon.com/Ecology-Care-Agriculture-Microbial-Communities/dp/069261303X/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1470517878&sr=1-1&keywords=the+ecology+of+care
https://www.amazon.com/Ecology-Care-Agriculture-Microbial-Communities/dp/069261303X/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1470517878&sr=1-1&keywords=the+ecology+of+care
https://www.amazon.com/Ecology-Care-Agriculture-Microbial-Communities/dp/069261303X/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1470517878&sr=1-1&keywords=the+ecology+of+care
https://www.amazon.com/Ecology-Care-Agriculture-Microbial-Communities/dp/069261303X/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1470517878&sr=1-1&keywords=the+ecology+of+care
https://www.amazon.com/Ecology-Care-Agriculture-Microbial-Communities/dp/069261303X/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1470517878&sr=1-1&keywords=the+ecology+of+care
https://www.amazon.com/Ecology-Care-Agriculture-Microbial-Communities/dp/069261303X/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1470517878&sr=1-1&keywords=the+ecology+of+care
https://www.didipershouse.com/understanding-soil-health-and-watershed-function.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=123y7jDdbfY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=123y7jDdbfY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=123y7jDdbfY
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Photo by Phil Gregory 

Requires 2 plates containing a pile of flour and a piece of bread  



R 

Flour particles represent the sand, silt, and clay from broken 
down rocks that make up the mineral substrate of soil. 

Photo by Phil Gregory 
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Without biology to hold the mineral substrate together, 
they are just a loose pile of material or dirt. 

Photo by Phil Gregory 

Flour particles represent the sand, silt, and clay from broken 
down rocks that make up the mineral substrate of soil. 
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Photo by Phil Gregory 

The flour is a loose pile of ground up wheat particles. 

Without biology to hold the mineral substrate together, 
they are just a loose pile of material or dirt. 
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What do we need to turn flour into bread --- add biology 

Add yeast, a fungi, 
in other words microbes 

Photo by Phil Gregory 
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What do we need to add to turn flour into bread --- biology 

Add yeast, a fungi, 
in other words microbes 

Fungi live as either single-celled organisms or multicellular organisms. Single-celled fungi are referred to as yeasts.  

The yeast binds the flour particles together and  
creates a sponge like structure. 

Photo by Phil Gregory 
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Compare what happens when we rain water onto the 2 piles 

Photo by Phil Gregory 

Video of Experiment 

../../greg26/flour bread experiment/P1230290.MP4


R 

1st rain on the flour pile 
The water runs off eroding flour particles producing a flood 

Photo by Phil Gregory 
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Fertilizer runoff from  
gardens & farms 
produce algal blooms  
and dead zones 
from oxygen  
starvation 

Photo: Alexandr Trubetskoy  (CC BY - SA 3.0) 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Potomac_green_water.JPG 

Photo by Phil Gregory 

1st rain on the flour pile 
The water runs off eroding flour particles producing a flood 
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Scrape a thin layer of flour off the top of the pile and  
the flour below is completely dry 

Photo by Phil Gregory 



In the same landscape we can have both a flood and a drought 

Photo by Phil Gregory 
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Rain the same amount of water on the bread  
and it all soaks in. 

Photo by Phil Gregory 



Did Pershouse‘s introduction to  Walter Jenne (2018)  The Soil Carbon Sponge, Climate Solutions and Healthy Water Cycles    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=123y7jDdbfY 
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Microbes bind the particles together producing  
a sponge like matrix, a living matrix 

Photo by Phil Gregory 
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Microbes bind the particles together producing  
a sponge like matrix, a living matrix. 

Photo by Phil Gregory 

“We need to think of soil as  
living tissue”  

 
“You wouldn’t take a shovel 
and stick it into your dog”  

 
“When we dig in soil we are 

cutting into living tissue” 
 

Didi Pershouse 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=123y7jDdbfY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=123y7jDdbfY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=123y7jDdbfY
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Next we doubled the rainfall on the bread 

Photo by Phil Gregory 
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Next we doubled the rainfall on the bread 

The small amount of water that emerged from the bottom of  
the bread was completely clear.  

 

Water passing through the soil is stored in aquifers or feeds streams. 

Photo by Phil Gregory 
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This experiment may help you appreciate how biology can  
transform dirt into a living soil carbon sponge  

Photo by Phil Gregory 



https://www.onecommune.com/soil-is-the-climate-solution-with-finian-makepeace 
Kiss the Ground is a 501(c)3 environmental nonprofit based in Los Angeles, California, creating societal awareness about the extraordinary potential of soil. 
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https://www.onecommune.com/soil-is-the-climate-solution-with-finian-makepeace 
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https://www.onecommune.com/soil-is-the-climate-solution-with-finian-makepeace 



Gabe Brown and his Keys To Building a Healthy Soil, filmed on Nov. 18th 2014 at the Idaho Center for Sustainable Agriculture's annual symposium. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9yPjoh9YJMk 
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Gabe Brown, pioneering regenerative agriculture farmer, North Dakota  

Brown’s rain water infiltration rate 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9yPjoh9YJMk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9yPjoh9YJMk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9yPjoh9YJMk


Gabe Brown’s Farm Soil Carbon Data 

R 



Gabe Brown’s Farm Soil Carbon Data 

R 

If we could achieve Gabe Brown’s level of carbon sequestration  
on about 20% of the worlds arable land, we could be  

carbon neutral based our current rate of carbon emissions. 
                               Dr. David Johnson    Managing Soils for Soil Carbon Sequestration    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=18FVVYKU9gs  
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https://www.onecommune.com/soil-is-the-climate-solution-with-finian-makepeace 
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https://www.onecommune.com/soil-is-the-climate-solution-with-finian-makepeace 



Since most agricultural soils have been degraded this is not 
a situation we want to sustain – so we need to move 

beyond sustainability to regenerative gardening & farming. 

R 

Photo: Savory Institute  

Desertifying  
Ranch 

Regenerative 
Holistic Grazing 

Ranch 

http://www.ted.com/talks/allan_savory_how_to_green_the_world_s_deserts_and_reverse_climate_change 

http://www.ted.com/talks/allan_savory_how_to_green_the_world_s_deserts_and_reverse_climate_change
http://www.ted.com/talks/allan_savory_how_to_green_the_world_s_deserts_and_reverse_climate_change
http://www.ted.com/talks/allan_savory_how_to_green_the_world_s_deserts_and_reverse_climate_change


Copy nature, save the planet, save money    
 

Regenerative Agriculture is a system of farming/gardening 
which prioritizes soil health across all areas of land use.  
 
 

      - it mimicks nature to rebuild healthy soil through biology 
 

      - sequesters atmospheric carbon & builds soil carbon sponge: 
                    - improves rain water infiltration & storage  
                    - reduces erosion, floods and droughts 
                    - helps cool the planet 
 

      - supports biodiversity above ground and below ground 
 

      - uses nature’s barter system between plants and microbes 
 

      - increases farm profit: reduced chemicals, tillage & irrigation 
 

R 

For a Sustainable Climate and Food System, Regenerative Agriculture Is the Key  
https://www.yesmagazine.org/soil-farming-greenhouse-IPCC-2019-08102019 

 
Dr. David Johnson, New Mexico State University (NMSU), ‘Rapid Carbon Sequestration’ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fdh_j_KOmrY 
 
 

https://www.yesmagazine.org/soil-farming-greenhouse-IPCC-2019-08102019
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https://www.onecommune.com/soil-is-the-climate-solution-with-finian-makepeace 

Regenerative practices sequesters carbon, infiltrates water 
and cools the landscape 



How to rebuild the soil biology? 

• By inoculating the dirt with a thin layer of compost or by 
     spraying with a compost extract or compost tea made  
     from the compost. 
 

           It is important to ensure the  
           compost is teeming with a  
           good selection of soil microbes  
           using a soil microscope. 
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• Ensure a good cover of plants providing root exudates to 
     feed the microbes. 
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How to rebuild the soil biology? 

• By inoculating the dirt with a thin layer of compost or by 
     spraying with a compost extract or compost tea made  
     from the compost. 
 

           It is important to ensure the  
           compost is teeming with a  
           good selection of soil microbes  
           using a soil microscope. 
 
 

• Ensure a good cover of plants providing root exudates to 
     feed the microbes. 
 

• Stop plowing and transition off of using synthetic fertilizers,  
     herbicides and pesticides. 
 

R 



Experimental Johnson-Su Composting Bioreactor  
A collaboration between the Grafton Community Gardens and the Bowen Island Food Sovereignty Group 

Completed layer cake of ingredients before loading bioreactor 
Our team (left to right): Meribeth Deen, Jessica Mitts, 

Denise Richards, David Griffith, Julie Sage, Phil Gregory 

Loading the bioreactor 

Regenerative Agriculture relies on nature’s barter system between plants and soil 
microbes instead of fossil-fuel based fertilizers and pesticides. 
 

An important step is to restore the soil microbes by inoculating the damaged soil or 
dirt with compost  that contains a healthy balance of indigenous microbes.  
 

Research by Dr. David Johnson at New Mexico State University indicates that 
compost with a higher fungal to bacterial ratio (> 0.4) can achieve a remarkable yield 
increase (up to 8 times for chile peppers). 
 
 

The Johnson-Su bioreactor is a new composting system he developed with his wife 
that can achieve a much higher fungal to bacterial ratio compost with a very diverse 
microbe population. It is a no turn composting procedure that has a short thermal 
phase (T > 131oF, 55oC), followed by a worm composting phase. It requires a full year 
to complete. 

https://holisticmanagement.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/Quivira_Johnson1.pdf        

During the thermal phase (1st week) heat was  
produced by bacteria rapidly reproducing 
in the high nitrogen environment. Steam 
emerged from the holes left from pulling out  
the PVC pipes. Red wiggler worms were added 
once the temperature fell below 80oF, 26oC. 
Black landscape cloth creates a dark enclosure 
for the worms. An automated irrigation system  
sits on top to control the moisture in the pile. 4 temperature probes 

at a variety of locations. 
During the thermal phase 
our highest temperature 
recorded was 161oF, 71oC 

Cutting holes for 4” PVC tubes that create  
6 air channels into the compost pile. 

Attaching the wire frame to pallet. 
The 6 holes will hold the PVC pipes. 

Attaching the PVC pipes to metal 
frame mounted on top of bioreactor 
cage. The pipes are pulled out 24 hr 
after loading, leaving behind 6 air 
channels to provide oxygen to the 
rapidly reproducing bacteria.  

Poster Created by Phil Gregory, Professor Emeritus, University of British Columbia 
 https://www.phas.ubc.ca/~gregory/papers/FarmersPosterJohnsonSuBioreactorGregory1.pdf 

 “The Magic of Soil”  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AWILIYSf5ts 

                              Compost Recipe 
  10% high nitrogen (Carbon to Nitrogen ratio 10:1)  = 8 buckets 

          (beer mash =spent organic barley,  brewery waste product) 
 

   30% greens (C:N ratio 30:1)  (grass)                             = 24 buckets 
 

   60% browns (C:N ratio 200:1)                                       = 47 buckets 
          (31 buckets organic straw + 15 buckets leaves + 1 sawdust) 

                                                                Total  = 79 buckets 

                                (1 bucket is 5 gallons) 

Bucket sized piles of straw, leaves, grass 
and beer mash, help to achieve the right  
proportions of ingredients when assembling  
the compost layer cake. When loading into 
the bioreactor the materials get randomly 
mixed together. The orange buckets contain 
fresh beer mash acquired on loading day. 

Grass cut the day before loading. 
When assembling the layer cake, 
layers of mash & grass should be 
kept thin to avoid going anaerobic. 

Johnson-Su Bioreactor   https://www.dropbox.com/s/11oxvznptcd3f7c/Johnson-Su%20Bioreactor.pdf        
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1.  Least amount of soil disturbance possible, preferably no-till/no dig: 
           disturbance converts soil carbon to CO2  & destroys soil structure built by microbes,  
           leading to soil erosion and reduced water infiltration. Perennial plants can help. 
 

2.  No bare soil: role of plants is to photosynthesize, produce exudates, & cover soil  whether dead or 

           alive.  Litter insulates soil surface against weather, preventing  drying out and erosion.  Soil fungi pull  
           litter into soil providing a bed and breakfast for other organisms including earthworms. 

 

3.  Make compost: increases soil organic matter & soil biology. Soil biology tested in Vancouver at  

            http://www.rootshootsoils.com and a source of 1st class compost. 
 

4.  Reduce and eliminate fertilizers & pesticides: they kill soil microbes, reduce soil  

            carbon, reduce water, and shut down  nature’s bartering system. They are also salts that tie up water. 
 

5.  Diversity; nature never has monocultures:  synergies compound once 7 or 8      

           species are grown together in a “cocktail.” Cocktails are much more drought resistant. 
 

6.  Keep a living root in the ground for as long as possible:  living plants produce 

           exudates to feed soil life. This renews soil aggregates that break down after about 4  weeks.  
           Try cover crops likes oats, buckwheat, & crimson clover that winter kills. 
 

7.  Hugelkultur: bury wood in the soil to add carbon, hold water & provide nutrients. 
 

8.  Swales: a level ditch on contour to slow down the flow of water. 

R 

Ways to help hold water in your garden/farm  

http://www.rootshootsoils.com/
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https://www.onecommune.com/soil-is-the-climate-solution-with-finian-makepeace 



Supplementary Material and Farmers Market Posters 
(all material freely available for non commercial use) 

 

https://www.phas.ubc.ca/~gregory/RecentPresentations.html 
 
 

2017  YouTube version of my presentation is available at 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AWILIYSf5ts 
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Carbon cowboys   https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=Carbon+cowboys 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V5uK-1dclRY 
How are seeds planted in no-till farming 

The Hidden Half of Nature: The Microbial roots of Life and Death 
   by David R. Montgomery and Anne Bilké  2016 

                 We need regenerative farming, not geoengineering 
https://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/2015/mar/09/we-need-regenerative-farming-not-geoengineering 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zAn5YxL1PbM Singing Frogs Farm 

Soil Food Web  (Dr. Elaine Ingham) 
https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/detailfull/soils/health/biology/?cid=nrcs142p2_053868 

Oxford Real Farming Conference keynote talk by Dr. Elaine Ingham 
      https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x2H60ritjag 

      Slides for this talk are online here 

      https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B6tV3TorfmstbXllUU5yMXB2MWM/view 

Gabe Brown’s story: a farmer ahead of his time      Gabe’s 2018 book   “Dirt to Soil”  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GxIyKfWf9kU 

Call of the Reed Warbler  by Charles Massey  2017 

Kiss the Ground  by Josh Tickell 2017 

         Supplementary material for soil talk by Dr. Phil Gregory, 
                   Physics and Astronomy Dept., University of British Columbia 
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Supplementary material continued 

What If the World’s Soils Run Out? 
http://world.time.com/2012/12/14/what-if-the-worlds-soil-runs-out/ 

Water in Plain Sight: Hope for a Thirsty World, by Judith D. Schwartz  2016 

French initiative 4 per 1000 to sequester C in the soil for food security and climate 
  http://4p1000.org/understand 
  https://concilium.digital/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/Leaflet-4per1000-GB.pdf 
 

    Scientific talk on 4p1000 program 
     https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sBeCHZNf2L4 

http://www.soilfoodweb.com/Article.html 
Introduction to gardening with nature by Dr. C. A. Rollins and Dr. Elaine Ingham 

Dr. Elaine Ingham’s Soil Foodweb Lectures     https://www.soilfoodweb.com/ 

     useful  soil foodweb animations  https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCSAU5ludwNyqMHBaR1ZfheQ 

Industrial Farming Threatens Food Security in the US, Dr. Mercola, 10 Jan 2017 
http://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2017/01/10/industrialization-versus-regenerative-
agriculture.aspx?utm_source=dnl&utm_medium=email&utm_content=art1&utm_campaign=20170110Z1&et_cid=DM1
32724&et_rid=1836044384 

Dr. David Johnson 2018 EcoFarm Keynote  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dmj611RfBgs 

Cover Crop Management in your Garden http://cru.cahe.wsu.edu/CEPublications/FS119E/FS119E.pdf 

Terminating Cover Crops for Maximum Benefits - Jeff Moyer, Rodale Institute 2014     
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FBt1OH6ylP4 
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    Dr. Johnson on rapid carbon sequestration  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fdh_j_KOmrY   

TEDx Collingwood “Eating our way out of this Mess,” Gillian Flies of The New Farm 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O2bNVHbp3vM 
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Supplementary material continued 

http://www.ted.com/talks/allan_savory_how_to_green_the_world_s_deserts_and_reverse_climate_change 
How to Green the deserts and Reverse Climate Change, Allan Savory TED talk  

The Savory Institute       http://savory.global/ 

Holistic Management: A Common Sense Revolution To Restore Our Environment 
         by Allan Savory with Jody Butterfield published by Island Press , 3rd Edition, 2016.  

What Gets Me Up in the Morning,   Joel Salatin  TEDxUVA, 28 Feb. 2017 

Pasture Cropping - Profitable Regenerative Agriculture,  by Colin Seis, 18 Aug. 2013 
Australian farmer in NSW. Fascinating  account of the farm’s evolution from 1886 to date. 
                  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AAei0NBVBIM 

My 39 minute YouTube version of “The Magic of Soil”  presentation  2017 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AWILIYSf5ts  

Eating Our Way To A Healthy Planet with Allan Savory,  Allan Savory 5 Jun 2013 
                https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sNDCMUgNQtg 

The following is a fictional story that I created for my  granddaughter when she was 
10 after I learned about  regenerative agriculture. Please share it with any young 
person in your life.        https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fQ4hm1N1mVw 

Treating the Farm as an Ecosystem with Gabe Brown Part 1 
                    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uUmIdq0D6-A 

Dr. Christine Jones `Digging Deeper’ soil biology in Ag. (published Dec 17, 2017) 
                    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EKHchVlwNRg 
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Co-creating with Nature – An Exploration of Holistic Management   by Phil Gregory 
            http://www.phas.ubc.ca/~gregory/papers/HolisticManagement%20BowenGregory10Jun2018Sum.pdf 
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